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EXPERIENCE EXTRAORDINARY

From Los Angeles to Miami, Singapore to Hong Kong, Dublin to Sydney, Jerry Mills has
been reaching audiences in a way few speakers ever dreamed of. He combines relevant
research with his unique insight, wit, original songs and lifetime of experience and delivers
an unforgettable message for ALL who seek to lead, manage, teach and grow. If you are
looking for a stunning keynote speaker to set the tone for your next event - look no further!
Many call his programs “the best keynote I have ever attended.”

"A perfect message delivered in an extraordinary way!"
- Nido Qubein
President, High Point University
Chairman, Great Harvest Bread Co.
Hall of Fame Speaker

“Jerry has a message and style that matches,
if not surpasses, the most popular presenters
in America today.”
- David Okerlund
The Creative Communications Institute

The Proof is in the Reviews
"In 40 years... the best keynote I have ever attended!"
- Dave Ouellette, CACE Executive Director, Presque Isle, ME

"Very engaging. Extremely inspirational! A Wake Up Call!"
- David Elliott, Sports Psychologist, Monaco

"You received the highest marks on our evaluations, often followed by +++."
– Kara Hodorowski, Meeting Planner, Jackson, MI

"To see 1000 staff give you a two minute standing ovation was all I needed."
- Michael Ginalski,, Superintendent, Corning, NY

" The best presenter we’ve ever had… ever, ever, EVER!”
- Carolyn Newsom, Curriculum Director, Mount Vernon, TX
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WHY JERRY?
EXPERIENCE EXTRAORDINARY
Today - when unprecedented challenges abound - when
we are all being expected to do much more with much less
- how do we get back to the real mission of our work? And
how do we inspire and challenge our people to achieve
this mission in today’s economic climate on a daily basis?
That’s what Jerry’s programs are all about. He takes his
audiences on an engaging, introspective journey into the
heart of the matter through a unique blend of research, insight, hands on experience,
multimedia and original poetry and songs. This journey is an uplifting message about
the power of the human spirit and what we can accomplish when we apply ourselves
with passion and purpose. His message has touched the lives of audiences worldwide.
If you are looking for someone who can ignite your team or highlight your conference
event with an Extraordinary positive, collective focus, Jerry Mills is your man!

Jerry’s most requested program options:
Experience Extraordinary
Don’t Doubt the Dream
Custom “Come Join Us” Tribute Video
Creating Positive Outcomes
The Puzzle of A•B•I•L•I•T•Y

View Jerry’s Introductory Video
(Also available at www.jerrymills.com)
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PROGRAM OPTIONS
Jerry’s keynotes sparkle with a mix of research, rich multimedia,
heart-touching stories and original music that inspire and stick
with an audience in a way no other "speech" can or will.

• Experience Extraordinary
“You CAN be… WILL you be… an Extra Extraordinary You?” The question at the heart of
this multi-sensory, customized keynote for your next organization or association event.
Jerry’s uplifting, challenging call to choose and to transform our work and our world
through three life altering action steps. Hall of Fame speaker, Nido Qubein, called it
“A perfect presentation delivered in an extraordinary way.”

• Doubt the Dream
Hang onto your chair... and your heart! A unique and unforgettable journey into the heart
of the education and parenting experience. This dynamic, high impact presentation will
inspire you and lead you to look deeper, to find understanding and awareness, and to
rethink what you see when faced with the many challenges of education and living today.
Jerry provides steps you can take to immediately begin making real changes in young
peoples’ lives. Focusing on practical insights and approaches to the challenges faced daily
by educators, parents and students, his programs sparkle with a mixture of research, media,
heartfelt stories and music that communicate in a way no "speech" ever could.

• YOUR Custom “Come Join Us” Music Video Tribute
If you want to create an unforgettable, surprise WOW moment for YOUR team, leaders
and supporters at your next event, work with Jerry to customize his rousing tribute music
video, “Come Join Us“, with 45 images of your people doing their best work. The video
will feature your team plus over fifty of Nashville’s best vocalists and musicians.

• Creating Positive Outcomes
An ideal combined/breakout session when the Don’t Doubt the Dream keynote has been
featured. Extensive strategies are provided for: Acting Out Behaviors • Classroom
Management • Improving Communication • Tailoring Instruction • Structuring the Learning/
Living Environment • Assigning Tasks • Self Esteem and Character Development

• The Puzzle of A•B•I•L•I•T•Y
Jerry's concert-style high impact, interactive assembly for secondary/upper elementary
students focused on the critical issues facing them today. Includes Bullying, Drug and
Alcohol and Suicide Prevention. A seven point puzzle, based on the acronym “ABILITY.”

For more information, contact us at 906 228-5736
or visit www.jerrymills.com
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WHO IS JERRY?
EXPERIENCE EXTRAORDINARY
Jerry Mills is an internationally acclaimed keynote speaker,
motivational trainer, singer/songwriter and educator.
As a child, he experienced the "failure, fear and frustration" of some
nameless problem... a struggle which resulted in some daunting
adversities and challenges. Rising above, he set out on a journey of
amazing self discovery which he details in his original songs.
Building on a wide range of professional experiences including
stints as a singer, firefighter, EMT and EMS Director, he discovered
his calling as a classroom educator.
It was while teaching that Jerry realized the true purpose and
passion of his life when he was invited to speak and sing his original songs for hundreds of
his professional peers. Since that day, he has shared his poignant, personal messages with
hundreds of audiences and many hundreds of thousands of people throughout the world.
Today, Jerry presents his inspirational keynotes, trainings
and motivational workshops full time. He is regularly
featured for a wide range of regional, national and
international conferences.
A talented and prolific songwriter and storyteller, his work
vividly captures a broad range of human experiences and
emotional encounters with the personal and professional
challenges of life.
Jerry has long been a leader in the effort to train, educate and inspire anyone who cares
about our youth. But even more, he is now reaching audiences in positions of leadership
within corporations, organizations and associations worldwide with equally powerful
messages of hope and challenge.
He has produced several audio recordings including
Urgent Reply, The Real You and Lifeline.
His inspirational song and music video, Come Join Us,
serves as an anthem worldwide. Learn how you can
customize this unique video for YOUR next event. We
supply the orchestra, the choir and the Nashville studio
video! You simply supply photos of YOUR PEOPLE and
together we make MAGIC!

“You have changed my entire outlook on life.”
- Karinne Dowling, Canberra, Australia
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